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The tendency of the mud-snail, Xassorhis, to veer away from an initial south-

ward path, in the earth's magnetic field, displays both a solar-daily and a lunar-

daily rhythmic component. It was demonstrated (Brown, Brett, Bennett and

Barn well, 1960; Brown, \Yebb and Brett, 1960) that an increase in intensity of

the horizontal component of magnetic field from the earth's natural one, 0.17

gauss, to 1.5 gauss increased the veering tendency. The increased turning in

response to experimentally augmented field also showed, parallelly, both solar

and lunar daily variations and their derivative by periodic interference, the synodic
month. The south-directed snails were able, furthermore, to distinguish between

1.5-gauss horizontal fields which were parallel to their body axis and to the

earth's field and those which were at right angles to them both (Brown, Bennett

and \Yebb, 1960; Brown. 1960).
In some preliminary experiments it was found also that Xassariiis, while

being held in a uniformly illuminated field, appeared to distinguish among the

four compass orientations, north, east, south and west, and to exhibit a mean

path characteristic for each of these directions (Brown and Webb, 1960). This

compass-directional phenomenon seemed to possess a monthly modulation. The

pattern of differences of turning for the four compass directions during the fort-

night centered on full moon, in each of two consecutive months, was of large

amplitude and unimodal with maximum right turning when north-directed and

minimum when south-directed. For the alternate fortnights, those centered on

new moon, the pattern was bimodal and of approximately half the amplitude,
with maxima in right turning when either north- or south-directed and minima
when east- or west-directed.

Experiments with the planarian worm, Ihti/csia ( Rrown, 1962a), have re-

vealed a comparable compass-directional phenomenon with right-turning when
the worms are directed either northward or southward and left-turning when
directed either eastward or westward. The horizontal vector of magnetism was

shown clearlv to be involved in this response bv experiments in which a horizontal

bar magnet, producing a 5-gauss field at the level of the worms, was rotated

beneath the orienting worms. The worms behaved as would have been expected
1 This study was aided l>y a contract between the Office of Naval Research, Department of

\avy, and Northwestern I'niversity (1228-03), and by grants from the National Science Foun-

dation (C-15008) and the National Institutes of Health (RG-7405).
-The authors wish to acknowledge their indebtedness to Catherine Jenner, Kinda Met/,

Shayna Johnson, Xell I.illie, and Joan Xutt for helping to obtain the data in this report.
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had the apparatus itself simply been rotated in the earth's field. However, to

a rotated 10-gauss horizontal field the resulting pattern was essentially the

inversion, or mirror-image, ot that observed for the 5-gauss and for the earth's

natural one.

The following experiments were designed to determine more decisively whether

mud-snails actually do exhibit such a compass-directional phenomenon in the

earth's field, and if so, to learn more concerning its characteristics, including its

degree of reproducibility or variability and whether it is, as proven for the worms.

dependent at least in part upon response to magnetism.

METHODSAND MATERIALS

Mud-snails, Nassanus ubsolcfus, were collected every few days 'from Chapo-
quoit beach on Buzzards Bay near \Yoods Hole. Massachusetts. The apparatus
was essentially the same as that employed in the earlier published experiments

(Brown, Brett, Bennett and Barmvell, 1960). There were, however, two dif-

ferences. First, the visual field into which the snails emerged from their corral

was, among the experiments, in some cases symmetrical and in others asymmetrical
with a black background to the left and a white one to the right. Second, the

sectors of the grid for recording the clockwise or counterclockwise deviations of

individual snail paths at the end of three centimeters of free movement were

11.25 ones for the experiments conducted in 1961 and 1962 instead of the 22.5

ones employed in 1959 and 1960. However, as in the earlier experiments one

sector was centered directly ahead of the corral exit (0). The experimental
observations consisted of ascertaining the amount of turning of snails as either

the whole apparatus or, instead, simply a horizontal experimental magnetic field

was rotated.

Orientation of apparatus in the earth's field. The data on the relationship

between geographic direction of the snails' initial orientation and their subsequent

turning tendency were obtained from four experiments. In three of these experi-

ments series were run always in quadruplicate, involving four observers using

four identically constructed pieces of apparatus. The fourth experiment was

run in duplicate.

Experiment I was done during the summer of 1960 on 43 different days be-

tween June 30 and August 30. In this experiment the snails emerged from the

funnel-shaped neck of their corral into a symmetrical, white field. Five snails

emerged in each of the four compass directions, north, east, south, and west, and

then the series \vas immediately repeated in the same sequence. The average

path of the ten snails for each direction was determined. The observations were

made always between 1:00 and 3:30 PM.

Experiments II and III were both performed during the summer of 1961.

The conditions of these two experiments differed from one another and from the

conditions of the 1960 experiment. The snails now emerged into an asymmetrical
visual field with a black background to left and a white one to right. The mean

paths of all snails in both these experiments favored clockwise turning; the snails

were, on the average, positive in phototactic response.

Experiment II, totalling 17 quadruplicate series, involved two series obtained
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k between June- 22 and August 17, inclusive. Between June 22 and

July o the mean path for each of the four geographic directions was obtained from

series in which additional experimental variables were interpolated (for another

purpose) between the successive simple directional ones. Each series comprised

emergence of snails under each of 13 conditions: X-directed, two experimentally
modified magnetic conditions; E-directed, the same two modified magnetic condi-

tions; S-directed, the two modified fields; \V-directed, the modified fields; and

imally X-directed in a reversed asymmetrical field. For each daily series, con-

ducted always between 1 :00 and 3 :30 P.M. five snails were permitted to emerge
from the corral under each of the 13 conditions, and then, immediately, five snails

emerged under each of the 13 conditions in the reversed order of the series.

From these series the values obtained for the X-. E-, S- and \Y-clirected samples
were isolated and used in the analysis presented in this report. From July 11

through August 17, the series was simplified to the four compass directions alone,

with five snails emerging in each of the four directions in a clockwise order

(N, E, S and YV) ; then, at once, the series was repeated in the reversed order.

As with Experiment I these data were reduced immediately to the mean path for

the samples of 10 snails for each direction. The data obtained after July 10

appeared to yield a pattern consistent with those obtained for the period before

this date.

Experiment 111 comprised 25 quadruplicate series obtained during the period
of June 21 through August 18, usually on three days of each week. A series

consisted of recording five snail-paths under each of a sequence of 14 conditions

and, at once, the paths of five snails under the same conditions but in reversed

order. Again, the experiment was conducted always between 1:00 and 3:30 P.M.

The conditions in this group and their serial order were: N, NE, E. SE, S,

S\Y, \Y, NWand five magnetically modified fields followed by a X-directed,

reversed asymmetrical visual field. The last six conditions were included for

another purpose. From this series the results obtained for the N-, E-, S- and

\Y-oriented samples were isolated and treated separately for comparison with

the data from Experiments I and II. However, the data of all eight compass
directions were also analyzed as a unit, and the results were compared with those

of a later experiment employing the same eight directions.

Experiment IV comprised directional observations made in 1962 in associa-

tion with a study of response to alterations in electrostatic fields. Series were

run on 27 afternoons between June 20 and August 17, inclusive. Two observers

each recorded the paths of five snails for each direction as the apparatus was

rotated from N to XE to E to SE. For each direction the snails were subjected
first to equipotential plates to right and left followed by a 2- volt/cm, gradient in

the air with the positive plate first to right and then to left. The order of the

last two conditions was alternated from one series to the next. Immediately

upon completion of the series, the order was traversed in the reverse sequence,

again with five snails for each condition. Meanwhile two other observers were

carrying out observations with fully comparable series but for the directions

S to S\Y to Wto X\Y, and the reverse. From these series the mean paths for

each of the four directions, X. I'"., \Y and S, with the equipotential fields were

isolated and compared with the data for the preceding two summers. The data
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for the entire eight directions were also considered in comparison with those

eight obtained in 1961.

Rotation of an experimental horizontal magnetic field. In a second kind of

experiment, V, snails were observed as they emerged from the corral in apparatus
oriented so that the organisms always moved initially north but with different

orientations of an experimental, horizontal magnetic field. This experiment was

always performed by four observers working concurrently with four sets of appa-
ratus. A total of 26 quadruplicate series were recorded between June 21 and

August 18, 1961. The series were always obtained in the morning between 8:30
and 11:00, three days a week. Each experimental series comprised recording
the path of snails in a series of conditions as follows : ( 1 ) controls in the earth's

natural field, (2) horizontal experimental 5-gauss fields with S-pole of the bar

magnet directed in each of eight compass directions. The sequence in the series

was on each occasion as follows: (1) control; (2) (X); (3) 45 (XE);
(4) control; (5) 90 (E) ; (6) 135= (SE); (7) control: (8) ISO (S) ; (9)
225 (S\V): (10) control; (11) 270 (W) ; (12) 315 (X\Y) ; and (13) control.

The paths of five snails were determined for each condition from 1 through 13,

and then, after assaying the paths of 10 snails in a reversed asymmetrical field,

passing back through the series from 13 to 1. By this procedure, controls in tin-

two- way series both immediately preceded and followed each experimental mag-
netic orientation. The mean path of the 10 snails for each experimental condition

was then determined and expressed as the difference from the mean of all control

paths.
.-/ double experiment: Rotation of apparatus and rotation oj 5-yanss field.

Additional experiments were done during mornings of 1962 from June 21 through

August 18. One of these, Experiment VI, resembled Experiment IV except
that it was conducted between the hours of 8:30 and 11:00 AM instead of 1:00

and 3:30 P.M. Twenty-six duplicate series of 8 compass directions were thus

obtained by four observers working concurrently and cooperatively. On alternate

mornings, similarly usually three days a week, 26 quadruplicate series (Experiment
VII). were obtained as follows. The snails were always directed magnetic north

but were subjected, /;/ shuffled order, to 16 conditions. Twelve of these involved

horizontal fields of 5 gauss with the south pole of the bar magnet oriented in 12

compass directions ; for the remaining four conditions the experimental field was
removed completely so as to provide controls in the earth's field. The twelve

directions of the 5-gauss field were 0, 22.5, 45. 67.5, 90, 112.5, 135.

157.5. 180, 225, 270 and 315. As in other series, the 16 conditions were

assayed by five snail paths first in one order and then in reversed order. The

mean path for each of the compass orientations was then expressed as the differ-

ence from the average path for all controls in the same series.

RESULTS

I. Apparatus rotation in the earth's field

a. l-'oitr eompass direetious. The relationship between turning tendency of

snails during the first three centimeters of free movement after emergence from

a corral exit and the compass direction in which the exit was directed was deter-
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mined in the following manner from the data of the afternoon experiments I for

I960, II and 111 for 1961, and IV for 1962 and the morning group VI for 1962.
> mean path of all snails for the t\vo or four replicate series for the particular

afternoon or morning for all four or eight directions was first determined. Then the

mean path for each of the four directions, N, E, S and \Y, was expressed as

the difference from the mean path for all the directions. The average differences

for all the series in each experiment are plotted separately in Figure 1.

For experiments I, II and III a general similarity is evident both in form
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and amplitude' in the variation in mean path with compass direction. This is true

whether the mean path of all the snails averaged close to 0, as in the symmetrical

fields employed in 1960, or averaged about +16, as in the asymmetrical fields

employed in 1961. However, the form of the compass relationships for the 1962

snails of Experiment IV, obtained at the same time of day as the earlier group
but in the equipotential fields in the morning, differed somewhat from those seen

for Experiments I, II and III.

When the differences between paths for the E-directed and X -directed snails

were examined, a non-parametric comparison of the 43 samples of Experiment
I revealed 28 negative, 14 positive and 1 zero (P < 0.05). A similar comparison
for Experiment II yielded 12 negative and 5 positive (P < 0.1 ), and for Experi-
ment III 18 negative, 4 positive and 3 zero (P C 0.005). A non-parametric
consideration of the combined experiments (58 negative, 23 positive, 5 zero)

yielded X=:15.1; P < 0.001. For the N to S difference for Experiment IV
there were found 28 negative, 22 positive and 2 zero. For experiment VI the

X to \V difference showed 34 positive, 17 negative and 1 zero (P < 0.02).

b. Monthly rliytliins in north-to-cast path difference. Despite substantial

variability within each of the four afternoon groups there appeared to be a rea-

sonably reproducible, significant mean compass-directional response for the snails

in the earth's natural field. In view of the preliminary suggestion that this direc-

tional phenomenon displayed a monthly variation (Brown and Webb, I960), the

data were examined for the existence of such a periodism. The differences be-

tween the paths of E- and N-directed snails for Experiments I, II and III are

plotted against calendar date in Figure 2A. The calendar dates for 1960 have

been displaced along the abscissa, relative to those for 1961, in order that the three

groups be phase-synchronized with respect to elongation of the moon. The days
of new moon are indicated.

It is evident from inspection of Figure 2A that a large measure of the observed

variability in the relationship between compass direction and snail path is at-

tributable to a synodic monthly variation. The large N to E difference illustrated

in Figure 1 for 1960 and 1961 is most striking for the periods over full moon
and least so for the periods over new moon. At this latter time there is an evident

tendency for this directional relationship even to reverse sign. Eighteen of the

23 cases of the reversal indicated earlier are seen to he accounted for during 15-day

periods centered on new moon.

It is also noteworthy that in passing from late June and early July to late

August there is for each of these two years a gradual trend toward reduction in

amplitude of the directional phenomenon. The data also suggest that when the

effect is strongest, as in early summer, there is a tendency for (1) assumption of

a semi-monthly variation, and (2) occasional single-day inversions, e.g., July 14

and 19, 1960. Such abrupt inversions appear conspicuously to be followed the

succeeding day by unusually strong effects in the more typical direction for the

period.

An examination of the corresponding parameter for the data of Experiment IV,

obtained at the same time of day, but in 1962, revealed that there was not a monthly
but rather a semi-monthly variation in the north to east difference. This variation

is illustrated in Figure 2B where the path of the east-directed, relative to the
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north-directed snails, is plotted in relation to the days of both new and full moons
for the two-month period. The data illustrated in Figure 2P> include all 27 days

investigated in 1962. The data were rather uniformly distributed over four con-

secutive semi-months of the summer. For the- first semi-month there were 7 days
of data, ranging from 11 days before new moon to three days afterward. For

the second semi-month there were also 7 days, ranging from 11 days before full

moon to three days afterward. The third semi-month included 7 days, ranging
from X days before new moon to three days afterward, and the fourth semi-month

contained 6 days, ranging from 9 days before full moon to two days afterward.
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FIGURE 2. A. The variation in difference between the mean paths of E-directed snails and

X -directed ones with calendar date for one experiment, I, in 1960 and two independent experi-

ments, II and III, in 1961. B. The comparable differences for the two-month series of experi-

ment IV conducted in the summer of 1962, with the values now plotted with reference to days
of new and full moon.

The relationship changed sign over new moon in 1962 just as it did for the pre-

ceding two summers, but now. in addition, there was sign reversal over the time

of full moon. The two highly anomalous values in Figure 2B were obtained on

|une 22 and 25, 6 and (
) days before the early-summer new moon, a period when

comparable highly atypical values were obtained during summer of 1
(

>(>().

c. I'.iyhl compass directions. It will be recalled that the series of Experiment
If I, involving rotation of Miails in the earth's held alone, included compass direc-

tions not only parallel (X and S) and at right angles (E and \V) to the horizontal

vector of the geomagnetic field, but also directions 45 from these (NE, SE, S\Y,

X\Y I. It is seen in Figure 3 A, in which the mean path is plotted against compass
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direction, that the paths of snails for which magnetic direction deviates by 45

from a parallel or right-angle relationship are in every instance observed to be

further to the left than for the adjacent parallel or right-angle fields. It will be

noted that the mean paths for all the directions involved right-turning because of

the asymmetrical field in 1961.

A quantitative analysis involving all 100 values disclosed the mean path for

the directions, NE, SE, S\Y and N\V, to average 1.103 to the left of the mean
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FIGURE 3. A. The relationship between mean path (ordinate) and initial compass direction

(abscissa). Snails moved in an asymmetrical light field with a black background to their left.

Ordinate values are expressed as deviations from zero which, in turn, represents the direction

of initial path. Dashed lines connect the set of points at N, E, S and W;
dotted lines connect

the set of points for NE, SE, SWand NW. The paths taken for the latter set of directions

lie consistently to the left of those taken for the former. B. The comparable relationships in

a symmetrical light field and with an artificially produced right-left symmetry of electrostatic

field. Note the inversion of relationship between sets of points as initial direction changes from

N to SE.
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path nbtaiiiing for the adjacent directions N, E, S and W. The standard error

difference was not exactly the same when one computed the differences in

paths from those in the adjacent parallel or right angle helds in a clockwise direc-

tion on the compass dial as when one computed them from the adjacent ones in

a counterclockwise direction. These were 0.332 and 0.350, respectively, with
: 100. This yielded in either case, however, I' C 0.003. It seems evident,

therefore, that the snails, as indicated by their response, distinguished between

parallel or right-angle orientations to the earth's magnetic axis and orientations

deviating 45 from these.

When a comparable study was made for all eight directions during two months
iif the summer of 1962 (Exp. IV) at the same time of day (Fig. 3B) all the

comparable relationships appeared to be reversed except for the north to NE and
X to NWones. The mean paths for the SE and S\Y directions, in consequence,

appeared similar to the path for north. The only known and controlled differences

between the conditions of the 1961 experimental series shown in Figure 3A and

of the 1962 series of Figure 3B were that the field of emergence (1) was asym-
metrical in 1961 and symmetrical in 1962, and (2 ) included the natural ambient

electrostatic right-left gradients in 1961 and an experimental equipotential right-

left one in 1962. It is interesting that despite the symmetrical field, the mean

paths for all directions in 1962 favored slight left turning.

II. Rotation of a 5-(/auss field

The effect of rotation of a 5-gauss horizontal experimental field (Exp. V,

1961) was determined by computing for each day the mean path of the 40 snails

of the quadruplicate sample for each compass direction of orientation of the south

pole of the magnet and expressing these as deviations from the mean path for

the 200 control snails in the series of the same day. In comparison with the

compass directional phenomenon in the earth's natural field, directing the south

pole of the bar magnet to the east was the magnetic directional equivalent for

the snails of being westbound in the earth's field, and directing the south pole to

the west was the magnetic equivalent of a natural eastward path. In other words,

clockwise rotation of the experimental magnetic field is the magnetic equivalent
for the organism of counterclockwise rotation of the apparatus in the earth's field.

In Figure 4A is plotted the mean path of the snails for each of the magnetically
simulated geographic directions, expressed as path difference from all controls in

the same series. In the same figure are seen the results for Experiments I and

II of rotation of the snails in the earth's field alone. The relationship of response
1

to magnetically simulated direction is seen to approximate closely an inversion

of the comparable relationship for the earth's field. Just as for the natural

compass-directional phenomenon, the largest difference occurs between X and E,

or between the X -directed and \V -directed 5-gauss experimental fields. The dif-

ference in paths between X and E equivalent magnetic orientations was found

t., be 1.245 0.385 (/ == 3.23; .V := 26. /' < 0.005).

Experiments VI and VI If were fully independent ones, performed on alter-

nating mornings of the week. Mere it is possible to compare for the same time

of day for the same two-month period the results of rotating the apparatus in the

earth's field with the results of rotating a 5-gauss horizontal experimental magnetic
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field to simulate the geographical rotation. Both experimental series were similar,

too, in being obtained in an equipotential, right-left field across the organism. The

two series differed, however, in that the compass directional study was one of

an orderly clockwise and then counterclockwise rotation while the experimental

magnetic orientations were presented in shuffled order.
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FIGURE 4. A. Comparison of the pattern of path variation with compass rotation of the

initial path in the earth's field, experiments I and II (broken line), and with rotation of a

5-gauss horizontal field, experiment V (solid line), in the opposite direction. B. Same as in

A, experiment VI (broken line) and experiment VII (solid line). See text for experimental

conditions.
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In Figure 4B the mean snail-paths are plotted as a function of both compass
in the earth's field, and of rotation of a 5-gauss field while the snails were

dire:"< <1 steadily northward. The values for the experimental magnetic fields have

been plotted as the simulated compass directions as for Figure 4A.

It is evident from Figure 4H that just as had been seen for the experiments
in 1961. the snails appeared to be responding t<> the rotating 5-gauss magnetic
field but were exhibiting a response of slightly lower amplitude and in the opposite

direction to that observed for the snails during the same period in the earth's

0.17-gauss field. This opposite relationship between response to the natural and

the artificial fields obtained for both years, therefore, despite the fact that the
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5. Three-day (
= weekly ) moving means of the difference of the mean path of

X-directed snails when in a W-directed 5-gauss field (simulated geographic east) from path

with the 5-gauss field X-directed for experiment V in 1%1 (upper curve) and for experiment

VII in 1962 (lower curve).

two-month periods of l
( '0l and 1902. with their differing experimental conditions

and times, each had its own characteristic associated compass directional pattern.

As in the case of rotation in the earth's field, substantial variability was en-

countered in the response to the various compass orientations of the 5-gauss field.

It will be recalled that a large portion of the variability in the compass-directional

behavior was accountable in terms of monthly or semi-monthly variations. If the

snails were using, at least in part, the earth's magnetic field in the directional re-

spoii.se, as is strongly suggested by the correlations depicted in Figure 4, it seemed

probable that a monthly variation would also be evident for the response to the

5-gauss experimental field. Consequently, the mean path in the east-simulated

5-gauss field was expressed as di (Terence from mean path in the north-directed one.
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This gave the 5-gauss counterpart of the N to E difference in the earth's 0.17-gauss
field, which was shown in Figure 2 to display a monthly or semi-monthly variation.

In Figure 5 the N to E path differences for the 5-gauss simulated field are

plotted together, each expressed as a three-day (~- weekly) moving mean to smooth
the systematic variations, evident by inspection, in the single-day data. The dates

for the two summers have been adjusted to bring into synchrony the days of new
moon. The figure reveals a monthly variation for the 1961 experiment of roughly
the same general character as that found for the N to E difference in the earth's

field alone for the same year (Fig. 2A). A maximum in right-turning tends to

center over the time of new moon and minimum over full moon. For 1962 there

appears to be a semi-monthly variation as in the compass response in the earth's

field for the same year (Fig. 2B). Also quite noteworthy is the relatively small

amplitude of the monthly rhythm of 1961 and the much larger amplitude of the semi-

monthly one of 1962, holding parallelly for both the orientation in the earth's field

and in the 5-gauss simulated fields.

d. Differences in compass directional pattern icith time oj day. Experiments
IV and VI, performed in exactly the same manner under the same conditions except
for the difference in time of day, permit a comparison of the two to learn whether

differences in compass response pattern occur with differing times of day. The

morning and afternoon results for the four principal compass directions, plotted to-

gether in Figure 1, may be compared. The amplitude and overall gross character

of the directional pattern are somewhat similar for the two times of day. How-
ever, a difference between them is suggested although the difference is not statisti-

cally significant with the available data. Maximum left-turning occurs for the

south-directed snails in the morning and for the west-directed ones in the afternoon.

That this appears to constitute an alteration in the form of the pattern rather than

a phase difference is indicated by the fact that maximum right-turning at both times

of day occurs for the north-directed snails.

DISCUSSION

The compass-directional phenomenon clearly indicates a directional heterogeneity
in the horizontal plane in which the snails are free to move. It indicates further

that the snails must be sensitive to this heterogeneity. The modification of this

response by a bar magnet suggests that geomagnetism is involved as one con-

tributing physical factor.

One way to account for the monthly and semi-monthly variations in the direc-

tional phenomenon would be to postulate that the two-dimensional pattern of the

ambient physical field that the snails perceive is systematically varying in a manner
correlated with the rotation of the earth relative to the moon. Alternatively it can

be postulated that the lunar rhythms in the directional phenomenon do not depend
on monthly variations in particular two-dimensional physical field components by
which the organism distinguishes compass directions ;

instead they may depend on

monthly variations in the organism's response to a relatively fixed field pattern. In

the latter case the organismic variation could result from a monthly variation in

some other physical parameter in the pervasive geophysical environment. The
latter factor could even exhibit its variability nondirectionally. Indeed, there could

conceivably be an autonomous monthly oscillation within the organism. How-
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c\er, it" the- !;i.-t were true the phase angle of the autom mn>us oscillation must he pre-

ciseK set In .some phvsical variation correlated with the lunar clav, such as illumina-
1 r * '

or ocean tidal events. This is necessary since for three consecutive summers

the monthly orientation rhythm hore fully comparable phase-angle relations to the

natural lunar month despite the differing calendar dates for these events.

Regardless of the nature of this cycle timer, the evidence suggests that the factor

which determines the phases of the monthly rhythm is related to the 24.8 hour lunar

day rather than to the 12. 4-hour period of the ocean tides. This seems probable
because a tide-correlated factor at Woods Hole, Mass., where the two tides of the

lunar day are essentially equal, would be expected to produce semi-monthly rather

than monthly cycles. It is difficult to see how a factor cycling every 14.8 days can

synchronize a 29.5-day biological cycle with a 29.5-day environmental cycle without

180 phase differences. If, however, tides were actually phasing a monthly cycle,

then for 1
( )60 and 1961 the cycles might have been expected to be about 180 out

of phase with one another. This is because in 1960 a noon high tide occurred on

July 29 six days after a new moon, and in 1961 only three calendar days away on

August 1, five days after a full moon. The phase-synchrony of the cycles illus-

trated in Figure 2A appears therefore to involve some more direct means of lunar

synchrony.

In 1962, on August (\ the noon high tide occurred as in 1960, six days after a

new moon, and yet the monthly rhythm did not resemble that observed for 1960

despite the repetition of the tidal relationship to elongation of the moon.

It is possible that the monthly phase relations are set solely by monthly varia-

tions in nocturnal illumination. More probable, however, would appear to be a re-

sponse of the snails to some regular variation in the earth's patterns of subtle geo-

physical forces related to the lunar day. In support of this last hypothesis are the

recently demonstrated extraordinary sensitivities of living things to the strengths

and vector directions of the earth's magnetic (Brown, 1962a), electric (Brown.

1962b) and radiation (Brown, 1963) fields. Pointing to this, also, are the per-

sistent monthly rhythms, locked in a similar lunar relationship in the flat worm,

f)ii(-/esia, coming from a tideless habitat and held in environments with no access to

nocturnal illumination. In the worms, orientational responses appear distinctly

phase-synchronized to upper, or both upper and lower, transit of the moon, just as

for the snails.

Supporting an hypothesis that different physical parameters are responsible

for the two phenomena, (1) distinguishing compass direction and (2) monthly

variation in the response to directions, are the observed results of rotating an ex-

perimental 5-gauss field, together with the monthly rhythms in response to this

stronger field. The phases of the monthly rhythms are essentially synchronized for

the two field strengths despite the fact the compass response patterns are the op-

posite of one another.

ll should be emphasized, however, that this particular monthly variation of the

snails cannot be attributed exclusively to a completely autonomous monthly period-

ism of this frequency within the organism. The expression of the rhythm is a

function of arbitrarily imposed geographical or experimental magnetic directional

es on the organisms. In other words, the phase angle ot one of the two es-
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sential components in the rhythm is arbitrarily, and for all practical purposes ran-

domly, presented in time.

The mirror-image relationship that the compass response to the 5-gauss field

bears to the comparable response to the earth's field suggests that there is a sign

change in the response. Such a sign change has been reported for the planarian,

Dugesia (Brown, 1962a), but in this latter instance the change occurred between

5 and 10 gauss. For Nassarius the sign change must occur at some field strength
below 5 gauss.

One additional consideration should be mentioned at this time. This pertains
to the relatively large variability in the snail responses. There is reason to believe

that this resides chiefly in behavioral variability within and among individuals.

This is suggested by the relatively huge variances which are encountered in the

sampling for any given experimental condition and time on the one hand, and the

relatively orderly and systematic variations in the means about which the indi-

vidual paths vary. This is the kind of a picture one would expect to encounter if,

for example, a rather poor marksman were shooting at a bullseye while the target

itself was being gradually and systematically changed in its location. In view of

the large variability which characterizes biological phenomena, particularly at the

organismic level, it seems most reasonable at present to assume that the physical

environmental factors which singly or collectively are involved in these phenomena
exhibit less variability than suggested by the responses. If the biological phenome-
non in this particular case were adaptive rather than probably non-adaptive, vari-

ability would be expected to be vastly reduced.

Irrespective of what factors are responsible for the monthly variation in di-

rectional response, this study does provide a fairly strong case for geomagnetism as

being the most important single physical force responsible for the two-dimensional

heterogeneity used as the basic reference in the compass-directional behavior

described in this report. But equally supported is the conclusion that other uncon-

trolled geophysical variables are capable of influencing greatly the response of the

organism to the relatively stable average direction and strength of this magnetic
field.

SUMMARY

1. Mud-snails in a uniform field of all ordinarily controlled directional factors

distinguish among geographic directions.

2. Geomagnetism is involved in this directional sense. This was shown by
rotation of a 5-gauss horizontal magnetic field which produced an orientational

behavior correlated with that observed when the snails were rotated in the opposite

direction in the earth's field.

3. The response pattern to compass directions of the 5-gauss horizontal field was

essentially the mirror-image of that observed for the earth's 0.17-gauss field.

4. The directional response of the snails in the geographic field, and the con-

current correlated response to a rotating experimental magnetic field, vary paral-

lelly with time and with influence of other, still undefined factors.

5. Rotation of a 5-gauss horizontal magnetic field through the series of four

compass directions, differing by 45 from the four cardinal directions, may produce
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a pattern of compass-directional liehavior either paralleling or mirror-imaging that

observed concurrently for the four cardinal directions.

(>. The compass-directional pattern of response of the snails shows a monthly
or a semi-monthly variation related to moon phase. There is reason to believe that

this is related to the moon through some mediator other than the ocean tides or

nocturnal illumination.

7. The compass-directional response to a rotating 5-gauss horizontal magnetic

Held, shows a monthly variation or a semi-monthly one. Whether it is monthly or

semi-monthly, and its amplitude, appear to vary parallelly with comparable cycles
obtained during the same period in response to equivalent changes in orientation in

the earth's 0.17-gauss field. This gives additional support to the conclusion that

geomagnetism plays an important role in these orientational phenomena of the

snails.
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